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ABSTRACT

Every company needs to hire competent and academically qualified staff in order to provide quality service delivery. Therefore companies rely on academic certificates for their prospective employees as a proof and measure of their academic qualifications. However, due to the high number of forged academic certificates in the job market, companies have always ended up hiring unqualified staff with forged academic certificates. This makes the companies to incur huge financial losses and experience low production outputs. Therefore, there is need for employers to verify academic certificates for their prospective employees in order to ascertain their legitimacy. However, these employers lack a uniform process and means for verifying the authenticity of academic certificates. The current systems for verification of academic certificates are time consuming, tiresome and expensive, making only few of the employers to verify certificates for their prospective employees.

This dissertation provides a detailed study of challenges faced in verification of academic certificates, techniques used in verification of academic certificates, how a mobile application for verification of academic certificates can be designed, developed and tested and if the mobile application solves the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates Data was collected by use of online questionnaires. The data collected was used to find out the challenges faced in verification of academic certificates and the current techniques used in verification of academic certificates. Data analysis was done using Google analysis tools and the results obtained were used to formulate the system requirements and for designing the web and mobile applications. Iterative Software Development was adopted as the software methodology for developing the applications.

A mobile and web applications were developed to make verification of academic certificates faster, easier and affordable. The final prototype was tested to check if the requirements are met. Testing was conducted by both the developer and potential users of the application. Other tests included user testing and compatibility testing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Every company need to hire trained and academically qualified staff in order to provide quality service delivery (Allen, 2012). Levels of Academic qualifications in Kenya include PhD, Master degree, Bachelor Degree, Higher Diploma, Diploma, Certificate, Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education and Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (Nuffic, 2015). Currently there is tremendous increase in the production of fake academic certificates in Kenya and all over the world, and companies are incurring financial and productivity losses as a result of hiring unqualified employees (Glasner, 2015).

Forgery is making of a false document with intent to defraud or deceive (Government of Kenya, 2010). Forgery of academic certificates leads to hiring of unqualified employees. Over 50% of employers in each of the ten biggest world economies have been victims of bad hires which always lead to massive financial loss and low productivity in addition to information theft, and infrastructure damage (Glasner, 2015).

It is necessary for employers to verify academic certificates for prospective employees, however, the current systems for verifying academic certificates are time consuming and expensive, resulting to low number of certificates being verified. Therefore there is need for a fast and reliable system to ease the verification of academic certificates.

1.2 Problem Statement
Generation of fake academic certificates has become a problem in all over the world and in Kenya. Companies and organisations are incurring serious financial and productivity problems as a result of hiring unqualified employees (Quest Staffing Solutions, 2014).

Verification of academic certificates for prospective employees has become a huge problem for companies and organisations (Gupta, 2013). This problem is facilitated by the lack of an effective and uniform process for prospective employers to verify the legitimacy and authenticity of academic certificates. Because of this, many employers usually fail to verify the credentials of their prospective employees (Garwe, 2015). This presents a pressing need for universities to adopt an automated
system for easy verification of their academic certificates. Therefore there is an opportunity to come up with a mobile application to solve this problem.

1.3 Research Objectives
I. To identify the challenges facing verification of academic certificates.
II. To analyse the current systems used for verification of academic certificates.
III. To design, develop and test a mobile application for verification of academic certificates.
IV. To validate that the mobile application for verification of academic certificates solves the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates.

1.4 Research Questions
I. What are the challenges facing verification of academic certificates?
II. What are the current systems used for verification of academic certificates?
III. How can a mobile application for verification of academic certificates be designed, developed, and tested?
IV. Does the mobile application solve the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates?

1.5 Research Justification
In order to reduce the current losses and threat that forgery of academic certificates possess to companies, academic institutions, legitimate graduates and the society, there is need to verify academic certificates presented by job candidates. Providing an efficient and uniform process for prospective employers to verify academic certificates will ensure that all employees in an organisation are qualified and competent to carry their roles. This will prevent financial and productivity losses that are incurred as a result of hiring unqualified employees.

Using a mobile application to verify academic certificates will be fast, effective, efficient and affordable. This is because of the high adoption of mobile phone technology and the easy accessibility of mobile phones in Kenya. This study aims to build a mobile-based solution that takes advantage of the increasing use of mobile phones to ease the task of verification of academic certificates in Kenya.
1.6 Scope and Limitations

The application will be implemented for Android operating system and will only be used to verify degree certificates for universities in Kenya. The solution will be customized for Kenyan companies.
2.1 Introduction

This section discusses forgery of academic certificates, which includes the major reasons why people forge academic certificates, types of forged academic certificates, and some of the negative impacts of forgery of academic certificates. It then discusses the existing techniques for verification of academic certificates and the challenges faced in verification of academic certificates using the current techniques. Finally it discusses the adoption of mobile phone technology in Kenya.

2.2 Forgery of Academic Certificates

The 21st century has experienced a lot of cases of forgery of academic certificates (Victor & David, 2014). Glasner (2015) supports this by noting that the increase in the production of fake academic certificates has been tremendous all over the world. According to Grolleau, Lakhal, and Mzoughi (2008), the United States alone was reported to have over two million fake academic certificates. Herly (2005) adds that between 25 and 35 percent of candidates in Australia have either falsified or exaggerated their academic credentials to obtain employment.

Similar trends of forgery of academic certificates have been noted in Kenya. Garwe (2015) observes that more than two hundred fake degrees submitted by prospective lecturers and professors from Kenya were discovered by The University of Dodoma in Tanzania. In 2012, the minister for Public Service issued a warning that civil servants who used forged academic certificates to acquire government jobs would be interdicted. This followed with an audit of academic certificates for over 230,000 civil servants in the country (Daily Nation, 2012). It was also discovered that Job applicants in Kenya engage in several cases of impersonations and forgery of academic certificates (Mathew, 2014).

There are several reasons that lead to forgery of academic certificates. The major reasons include the desire to obtain employment and lack of a uniform process and means to verify the authenticity of academic and professional qualifications by prospective employers (Garwe, 2015). Glasner (2015) supports this by noting that job candidates forge academic certificates in order to get and edge in the current competitive job market. Gware (2015) adds that the forgery is motivated by unemployment since the high unemployment rate in most countries is making employers to consider only candidates with high academic qualifications.
There are several negative consequences that result from forgery of academic certificates. According to Quest Staffing Solutions (2014), forgery of academic certificates leads to serious financial and productivity problems. In support of this, Glasner (2015) notes that companies in the United States lose up to US$50,000 and also experience loss of productivity for a single employee with a forged academic certificate. In addition, forgery of academic certificates devalues the institution where the qualification is purported to be obtained and also ruins the reputation of the legitimate students of that particular institution (Garwe, 2015). Lastly, Gollin, Lawrence, and Contreras (2014) observe that forgery of academic certificates poses a big threat to the public safety through recruitment of unskilled people.

Production and Circulation of fake academic certificates therefore poses a big problem to the society and to the economy of a country and also to the integrity of both the academic institutions and their legitimate certificate holders. This therefore presents a serious need for verification of academic certificates for prospective employees.

2.3 Types of Forged Academic Certificates
Garwe (2015) defines an authentic, genuine or valid academic qualification as a qualification that is legally awarded by an academic institution that is legally authorised to award such qualification. Grolleau, Lakhal, and Mzoughi (2008) defines fake degrees as counterfeit degrees bearing the names and signs of real and fully accredited universities or degrees from bogus or unaccredited universities, sold outright and that can require some academic work, but significantly less than comparable to legitimate accredited programs.

There are five major types of forged academic certificates as defined by Garwe (2015) and Grolleau et al. (2008)

i. Degree or Diploma Mills
Thus refers to schools or universities that sell or awards diplomas requiring less than the minimum level of standard academic work. They are normally unaccredited or accreditation bodies. They generate and sell fake academic qualifications to individuals who have not undergone the required studies.
ii. **Counterfeit degrees**
Refers to fake academic documents designed to deceive as have been issued from a valid academic institution. They are degrees that are meant to give the impression of academic achievement, but in reality represent little or no study.

iii. **Modified Documents**
This refers to valid academic documents which have been altered by performing omissions and additions on the legitimate documents. Changes may include name of candidate, enrolment and graduation dates, grades, course content and date of birth.

iv. **Produced in-house**
Refers to fake academic documents manufactured by employees of the academic institution. These documents can either be modified or fabricated but appear on authentic paper complete with institutional seals, stamps and appropriate signatures. The Grades in such documents are usually inflated, credits falsified and degrees awarded for incomplete programs.

v. **Translations**
Refers to academic documents inaccurately translated with the aim of misleading and falsifying them. This is done by altering grades and course titles to match those in the receiving country.

2.4 Existing Techniques for Verification of Academic Certificates

2.4.1 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
The RFID technology is a means of gathering data about a certain item without the need of touching or seeing the data carrier, through the use of inductive coupling or electromagnetic waves. The data carrier is a microchip attached to an antenna (together called transponder or tag), the latter enabling the chip to transmit information to a reader (or transceiver) within a given range, which can forward the information to a host computer (Ilie-zudor, Kemeny, Egri, & Monostori, 2006).

RFID systems consist of small transponders/tags (attached to physical objects) and readers/transceivers interacting with objects/certificates and database systems to provide an information or operational function. When wirelessly interrogated by RFID transceivers/ readers, tags respond with identifying information that is associated with arbitrary data records, providing automatic identification system
similar to optical bar codes (Weis, 2007). RFID represents an improvement over bar
codes in terms of non-optical proximity communication, information density, and
two-way communication ability (Roberts, 2006).

\[ \text{Figure 2.1 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Adapted From Roberts (2006)} \]

The origins of RFID technology dates back to 19th century when great scientific
advances in electromagnetism that laid the foundation for modern radio
communications were made. These advances include discovery of electronic
inductance by Michael Faraday, formulation of equations describing
electromagnetism by James Clerk Maxwel, and the experiments by Heinrich Rudolf
Hertz’s validating Faraday and Maxwell’s predictions. Their discoveries laid the
foundation for modern radio communications (Weis, 2007).

RFID was used during World War II to identify ‘friendly’ aircraft and has been used
into other application areas which include toll payment, supply chain management,
cashless payment, ticketing, brand authentication, security access, patron
identification and amusement parks, tracking animals, tagging new born babies with
their mothers, controlling access, managing inventory and certificates and many more
(TaTa Consultancy Services, 2009).

RFID has also been used in verification of academic certificates, in a project known
as “Smart DEGREE”. Smart DEGREE uses an embedded passive 13.56 MHz RFID
tag. Each tag has 4-8 kilobytes of memory and is encoded with the certificate holder’s
name, date of graduation, type of degree and entire transcript, photograph and the
biometrics (fingerprints) of the holder. All these information is digitally signed by the
university authorities. The fingerprint authentication is combined with the digital
encryption to authenticate the information in the degree certificate. Using RFID
reader one can easily access the information from the RFID Tag to verify the
authenticity of the certificate (TaTa Consultancy Services, 2009).
2.4.2 2D Barcodes

2D barcodes or matrix codes are symbologies that are capable of storing more data than 1D barcodes. The need for storing more data in barcodes led to the development of 2D barcodes as an improvement of 1D barcodes. 2D barcodes can store large amount of data in a small area to support information distribution and detection without accessing a database. Two dimensional (2D) barcodes was invented at the end of 1980s, and are of two types. The first type is stacked 2D barcodes, for example Code 49 and PDF417. The second type is Matrix 2D barcodes, for example Data Matrix and QR Code (Gao, Prakash, & Jagatesan, 2007).

![Types of 2D Barcodes](image)

**Figure 2.2 Types of 2D Barcodes Adapted From GAO Et Al. (2007)**

Gao et al. (2007) notes that 2D barcodes has been used in for many applications which include:

1. **Wireless advertising and marketing**

2D barcode is one of best cost-effective advertising and marketing tool for advertisers and manufactures. A customer can easily input a 2D barcode on a product advertisement by use of a mobile camera phone, to find more product information from the barcode. When the customer likes the product, a trading transaction can be done with the backbone M-commerce application system.

2. **Wireless trading (pre-sale, sale-and-buy, post-sale)**

Using 2D Barcodes on products and goods, mobile customers can find more detailed product information. Using mobile camera phones, customers can easily scan a 2D barcode of a product to find more detailed information about each product, which
include producers, harvest date, shipping date, and agricultural chemicals in each product.

iii. **Product information tracking and checking for mobile users.**

Examples include an application that can be used to trace the fishery products using QR codes, CyberCodes used for indoor navigation or indoor guidance, for instance, CyberCode tags are printed on the items inside a museum. Visitors can then retrieve the relating information by scanning the CyberCode tags on the items.

iv. **Mobile security**

An example is the system called Seeing-Is-Believing. The system uses 2D barcodes and camera-phones to implement a visual channel for authentication and demonstrative identification of devices.

2D barcodes have also been used in verification of academic certificates and academic transcripts as explained below:

a) **Stacked 2D barcodes**

The information on the academic certificate/transcript is presented as a 2D barcode and printed on the bottom or top side on the academic certificate. A centralized document authentication system is then created to store information of certificates. This centralized authentication system serves users through an internet network. When an academic certificate need to be verified, the 2D barcode is read by either barcode scanner or smart phone with a camera and then the data is transmitted over the secure network to get a response from the centralized authentication system. The returned data is then manually compared with the certificate being verified to determine the authenticity of the certificate (Hewlett-Packard, 2006).

b) **QR Code**

The Quick Response (QR) Code is a 2D barcode which consists of a black square pattern on white background and it contains information in the vertical direction as well as the horizontal direction. QR code was developed as an improvement to the 1D barcode because it can contain more information (Singhal & Pavithr, 2015).
QR code is used in verification of academic certificates. Below is a procedure for generation of degree certificates having QR codes as outlined by Singhal and Pavithr (2015).

- A message M is composed using the details such as name, enrolment number and of the student.
- A hash value of the message M is then obtained using SHA-256.
- The university private key is then used to sign the obtained hash value of the message M to create a digital signature of the message M.
- Message M along with digital signature are combined together and fed into QR code generator. The system also makes an entry of message M into the university database.
- The QR code generator generates a QR code which stores the message M and the digital signature.
- The QR code is then printed on the certificate.

In order To verify the authenticity of the academic certificate, Singhal and Pavithr (2015) outlines the following steps:

- The QR Code is scanned and then decrypting of the signature from the university's public key is done in order to generate the hash value (M2).
- A new hash value (M1) is then generated using the message M and compared with the decrypted signature’s message digest (M2).
- If both the values are identical then the certificate is verified as authentic.
- However, if the hash values are different, then the certificate is verified as fake, forged or tampered with.
2.4.3 Online Verification

A number of universities provide online web portals to assist employers, staff of other higher learning institutions or members of the public to verify claims to academic qualifications conferred by those universities (National University of Singapore, 2016). This makes the verification process fast and easy as it eliminates the time consuming manual verification. It also reduces the cost of verification considerably compared to the cost incurred using the manual process (The Hindu, 2013).

To verify an academic certificate using the web portal, one has to complete an online verification request by providing Student ID or Number (if known), Degree/s to be confirmed, Date of degree conferment and the Details of enquirer among others depending with the university where the verification is being done. Using this information, A search into the university database is made, if there is a marching record in the database, the certificate is verified as legitimate, while if there is no march, the certificate is verified as fake (National University of Singapore, 2016).
2.4.4 Manual Verification of Academic Certificates

2.4.4.1 Verification by Academic Institutions

An academic certification is an official document provided by the University Registrar verifying dates of attendance, award of degree, and/or student status (full-time or part-time) by semester (Columbia University, 2016).

For such academic certificates to be verified, Employers, agencies or persons seeking for verification of the documents must submit a written request for verification of the certificate to the registrar of the university that issued the certificate. This request is sent together with a copy of the certificate to be verified and the university verification fee where this applies (Embassy of India, 2016).

These documents can be sent by fax, email, post or using courier services. The Verification requests are addressed to the title of the officer who issued and signed the document. Once the request is received, the university registrar checks their records to verify the legitimacy of the certificate and the results is communicated back to the requester (Kenyatta University, n.d.).
2.4.4.2 Third Party Verification

This refers to use of companies or organisations that offer services for verification of academic certificates. Some of these organisations acts as agents of participating academic institutions on whose behalf data is captured and disclosed to third parties, in compliance with statutory guidelines (Qualifications Verification Services, 2016).

World Education Services (WES) is an organisation that verifies international academic credentials in USA. This is done by requesting institutions abroad to send transcripts directly to US institutions. The mode of delivery may be by mail or by electronic means that is approved. An official transcript must bear the signatures and seal of the institution that issued it. It is upon the WES to determine whether it should be accepted as official. In detecting fraudulent credentials, the WES scrutinizes each document for inconsistencies and Credentials are accepted only if they are issued by authorized educational institutions (World Education Service, 2008).

In Kenya, the Commission for University Education (CUE) is tasked with recognition and equation of degrees, post graduate diplomas and post graduate certificates awarded by foreign universities and institutions in accordance with Section 5. (1)(g) Of the Universities Act No. 42 of 2012, and the universities regulations, standards and guidelines set by the Kenya, Commission for University Education (Commission For University Education, 2012).

2.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Techniques for Verification of Academic Certificates

2.5.1 RFID

The following are some of the advantages RFID (Kaur, Sandhu, Mohan, & Sandhu, 2011)

- Tag detection not requiring human intervention reduces employment costs and eliminates human errors from data collection
- As no line-of-sight is required, tag placement is less constrained
- RFID tags have a longer read range than barcodes
- Tags can have read/write memory capability, while barcodes do not
- An RFID tag can store large amounts of data additionally to a unique identifier
Unique item identification is easier to implement with RFID than with barcodes

Its ability to identify items individually rather than generically.

Tags are less sensitive to adverse conditions (dust, chemicals, physical damage etc.)

Many tags can be read simultaneously

RFID tags can be combined with sensors,

Automatic reading at several places reduces time lags and inaccuracies in an inventory

Tags can locally store additional information; such distributed data storage may increase fault tolerance of the entire system

Reduces inventory control and provisioning costs

Reduces warranty claim processing costs.

The following are some of the disadvantages of RFID (Kaur et al., 2011).

Standardisation- the sparse standards leave much freedom in the choice of communication protocols and the format and amount of information stored in the tag.

RFID tags are expensive

Collision- Attempting to read several tags at a time may result in signal collision and ultimately to data loss.

Frequency The optimal choice of frequency depends on several factors, such as Transmission mode, Behaviour of tagged goods and environment and International standards in frequency allocation.

Faulty manufacture of tags - Manufacturing of tags is not yet 100% failure-free today

Faulty or deficient detection of tags -Tags may be damaged during usage.

Adverse conditions of the environment and improper placement may corrupt reading.

Registration of data from tags which pass within range of an RFID reader accidentally.

Reader malfunction cannot be predicted or completely avoided, making alternative fall back measures (such as barcodes) necessary for the case of reader failure.
2.5.2 2D Barcodes

According to (Adaptalift, 2012), the following are the advantages of barcodes

- Much smaller and lighter than RFID tags and therefore easier to use.
- Less expensive than RFID tags
- Barcodes work with the same accuracy on various materials in which they are placed.
- Barcodes are a universal technology in that they are the norm for retail products; stores that own a barcode reader can process barcodes from anywhere in the world.
- Barcode accuracy is the same or even better than RFID tags.
- Barcodes are found on almost every item and there are no privacy issues involved with its use

According to (Adaptalift, 2012), the following are the disadvantages of 2D barcodes

- They are very labour intensive; as they must be scanned individually.
- Barcodes have less security than RFID; as they can be more easily reproduced or forged.
- Barcodes are more easily damaged; as the line of sight is needed to scan, the printed bar code has to be exposed on the outside of the product.
- If a barcode is ripped or damaged there is no way to scan the product.

2.5.3 Manual Verification

According to Kenyatta University (n.d), the following are the challenges faced using the current methods for verification of academic certificates in Kenya.

- Verification is a lengthy, costly, and labour intensive process
- Some organisations and institutions choose to respond to document verification request only if they have authorisation from the certificate holder
- Institutions are asking for a verification fee payment often to be made to a financial institution outside Kenya in local currencies (i.e. Indian rupees, Chinese Yuan etc.). This slow down the document verification process, resulting in unnecessary delays.
- Transcripts, presumably received directly from the issuing institution, fail to meet all the criteria of an official document
Documents received provide information that is not consistent with other information already on record i.e. disparities

2.6 Gaps and Limitations

Review of existing techniques for verification of academic certificates has shown that the approaches that are currently used for verification of academic certificates include use of RFID, 2D barcodes (Stacked 2D barcodes and QR code), online verification and the manual process.

The manual process for verification of academic certificates is done by the academic institutions that issued the certificates and qualifications verification companies. This method is time consuming, tiresome and expensive (The Hindu, 2013).

Use of RFID is very expensive and therefore not affordable since the RFID tags are expensive compared to barcodes, it also requires separate reader for reading the tags and a sophisticated software which is difficult to implement, and finally it is difficult to implement RFID due to lack of regulatory standards (Kaur et al., 2011).

Barcodes have less security than RFID and can be more easily reproduced or forged. They are also more easily damaged; as the line of sight is needed to scan, the printed bar code has to be exposed on the outside of the product and again If a barcode is ripped or damaged there is no way to scan the product (Adaptalift, 2012).

The online verification (web portal) bridges the gaps and limitations in RFID, 2D barcodes and the manual process. This is because it is fast, affordable and cannot be forged. However, at present, there is no unified system for online verification for academic certificates for all the universities in Kenya. This research will therefore improve on the online verification and QR-Code verification by implementing a mobile application for verification of the legitimacy of academic certificates. Using a mobile application will maximise on the advantages of online and 2D verification and also bridge their gaps and limitations by providing a unified system for verification of academic certificates for all universities in Kenya and providing a verification technique that cannot be forged.

2.7 Conclusions

The current methods for verification of academic certificates are slow, unreliable and expensive. The proposal to come up with a mobile application for verification of academic certificates is more justified given the costly and unreliable alternatives that RFID, 2D barcodes and the manual techniques provide. A mobile application for
verification of academic certificates combines the benefits of other techniques which include affordability; efficiency and security. In addition, it provides a unified system for verification of academic certificates for all universities in Kenya.
CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the methodology used in carrying out the research in line with the research questions. The methodology aimed at answering the following research questions:

i. What are the challenges facing verification of academic certificates?
ii. What are the current systems used for verification of academic certificates?
iii. How can a mobile application for verification of academic certificates be designed, developed, and tested?
iv. Does the mobile application solve the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates?

3.2 Agile Development Methodology
Agile methods are a subset of iterative and evolutionary methods and are based on iterative enhancement and opportunistic development processes. Each iteration is a self-contained, mini-project with activities that span requirements analysis, design, implementation, and test and each of the iterations leads to an iteration that integrates all software across the team and is a growing and evolving subset of the final system. The purpose of having short iterations is so that feedback from iterations N and earlier, and any other new information, can lead to refinement and requirements adaptation for iteration N + 1 (Boehm, 2007).

Principles of agile development is Active user involvement is imperative, this relates to the users giving inputs with regards to the developments made on the application at a certain stage. The team must be empowered to make decisions; it should be easy to make decision and hence changes easily made to the product without having to follow long procedures (VIJAYASARATHY & TURK, 2008).

Agile Methodology suited this research appropriately because the following reasons as outlined by (Petersen & Wohlin, 2009).

- The methodology helps teams stay competitive and throughout long projects
- Changes can be made to the applications and not have such a long impact.
- The methodology encourages participation from clients and hence user acceptance is almost guaranteed.
- Unlike the Waterfall and other old Methodologies where the requirements are to be stated at the beginning of development, then the development divided
into phases and assigned to various developers who would discuss after completion of those phases. Agile helps to remove this by making communication easy among the teams and changes that should be made are easy.

Agile development methodology has got five main phases which include Planning Phase, Requirement Analysis Phase, Design Phase, Building Phase and lastly Testing Phase (VIJAYASARATHY & TURK, 2008)

![Figure 3.1 Agile Software Development Methodology Adapted From Agile Methodology (2016)](image)

### 3.2.1 Planning Phase

This is the initial phase of the methodology and its main function is to facilitate in planning of how the entire process will be undertaken (Highsmith, 2011). Planning helped to identify the resources that were needed to build the system.

### 3.2.2 Requirement Analysis Phase

This is the second phase which involves analysing the requirements of the system or what the system is expected to do. Analysis helped to reveal important information like what environment was needed to develop and test the application, what
parameters that needed to be in place for the successful development and what exactly does the client want.

Information on verification of academic certificates was collected from respondents who included employees from universities, employer companies, recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies that are located in Nairobi. The information was collected through the use of online questionnaires and document review. These methods were chosen because of their high chance in providing accurate information, which would be helpful in understanding the scenario on the ground, as well as provide information which would be useful in coming up with requirements of the application.

Online Questionnaires in appendix C was also administered to respondents who included academic registrars of universities, human resource managers of employers companies and employees of both recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies. This helped the researcher to identify the various challenges faced in verification of academic certificates and the current techniques used for verification of academic certificates.

The researcher also reviewed both secondary and primary sources of information which included journals, books, academic articles and previously done research on verification of academic certificates, which helped to identify the current techniques used for verification of academic certificates which are documented in the reviewed documents.

Questionnaire in Appendix D was also sent out to end users of the application to test for user satisfaction and finally, the questionnaire in Appendix E was sent to the end users of the application to validate if the developed mobile application solves the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates.

3.2.2.1 Location of Study

The location of study for the research was universities, employer companies, recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies that are located in Nairobi. Nairobi was chosen because it is the capital city of Kenya and most of headquarter offices for employer companies, recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies are located in it and also most recruitment for all employees are carried out in the headquarter offices. In addition, most of the main campuses of top universities in Kenya are located within Nairobi and its neighbouring towns. Therefore, Nairobi was the most convenient place to carry out the research.
3.2.2.2 Sampling Strategies

In this study, stratified random sampling was used to come up with the sample population. In this technique the target population is divided into groups based on relevant characteristics, then participants selected from these groups. This is the appropriate sampling strategy because it ensures people form specific subgroups (in this case departments) are adequately represented within the sample space. Moreover, it ensures that all aspects of the research are adequately covered.

3.2.2.3 Target Population

The target population is the group of elements to which the researcher wants to make inference (Fricker, 2013). The target population was split into two groups, first group was before the application was developed to determine the right features and development environment of the application, then second group was after the development of the application to verify the application functions as required.

The first group was split into four categories; universities, employers companies, qualifications verification companies, and recruiting agencies in the entire country. The universities were targeted because they have the certificates to be verified and they also carry out verification of their certificates to employers, the employer companies were targeted because they verify academic certificates of their prospective employees. Recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies were targeted because they carry out verification of academic certificates for employer companies during recruitment of new employees. The target population comprised of 20 academic registrars in universities, 10 human resource managers from employer companies and organisations, 10 employees from recruitment agencies and 10 employees from qualifications verification companies. This was resulted to a target of 50 respondents in total. This formed a representative sample for the entire country and was used to give requirement specification of the system and appropriate feedback on the prototype.

3.2.2.4 Sample Size

A total of 20 respondents were involved in this study. These respondents were selected using Stratified random sampling strategy. They included employees of universities, employer companies, recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies that are located in Nairobi. This was the appropriate sample size because the respondents were directly involved in the certificate verification process.
3. 2.2.5 Data Analysis and Functional Model

Google Forms were used to collect and analyse data from pre-formulated questionnaires after which qualitative data was represented as graphs and charts to provide clear interpretation of the findings.

Object oriented analysis was employed to ensure all user requirements were modelled and analysed comprehensively. Objects were also developed and their relationship identified. Functionality of the system were modelled with the use of use case diagrams and use case descriptions. The flow of the system was be modelled using the system sequence diagram. For the database the entity relationship diagram with the tables, their attributes and their relationship were shown.

3.2.3 Designing Phase

After the requirements had been analysed, then design of the system was done. System analysis and design methods were applied to guide the researcher to understand what was needed and to analyse data flow systematically, process data, store data and to output information in context of the study (Kendall & Kendall, 2013).

Google Forms, online data analysis tools was used to collect and analyse data from pre-formulated questionnaires. Qualitative data was represented as graphs and charts to provide clear interpretation of the findings.

Object oriented analysis was employed to ensure all user requirements were modelled and analysed comprehensively. Objects were developed and their relationship identified.

Unified Modelling Language (UML) was used as the modelling language to model analysis and design diagrams and to offer clarifications on user requirements.

Use case diagram and its corresponding use case descriptions was used to model system functionality. The system functionality was identified and partitioned using the use cases and this enabled the researcher to separate the system into actors and use
cases. The use cases were represented as a text that describes the action the user is effecting on the system.

System sequence diagram showing information passing between the main entities of the system was used to model the system flow. It showed how objects interact with each other and in an orderly way. This enabled the researcher to display how the system works from one point to another.

Entity relationship diagram showing the tables, their attributes and their relationships was used to model the database. This enabled the researcher to create different objects that actually have relationships in real life. The table structure was modelled using the database schema showing the fields, data type and its description.

3.2.4 Building Phase
This is actual implementation phase of the designs that were done on the previous phase. The database was created with the guidance from Entity Relation Diagram bringing out all the tables and their relationships, the design mock-ups were transformed to actual system windows and the functionality of the system was added.

a) Prototype Development
This involved coming up a mobile and web application. Both the mobile and web application were connected to the central database. The application development environments that were employed include:

i. Mobile Application
The mobile application was developed for the Android operation system. Java programming language was used for the development of the mobile client application. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) was used as the web service, which provided an interface between the mobile application and the database. The application was compiled and tested using the android Software Development Kit (SDK) emulator and an android device. Android was chosen as the client application because of the flexible SDK, availability of Android Development Tools (ADT) and availability of abundant support from online developer communities.

ii. Web Application
The web application was built using Laravel 5.1 content management systems (CMS) written in Hypertext Preprocessor version 5 (PHP 5). Reasons for choosing Laravel 5.1: it is open source, it provides security and user management as part of the CMS, it offers good performance, easy to scale and customize and available online community support.

iii. Database

MySQL database management system was used to store application data for both mobile and web application. The website was hosted on an online Apache Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server. Reasons for choosing MySQL database include: it is open source; it provides full compatibility with the Laravel 5.1 framework.

3.2.5 Prototype Evaluation and Testing

After building each build or a module, testing was done on it. This was aimed at ensuring that it achieved its objective or what it was meant to do. All types of testing were done on the module of build or the system (Agile Methodology, 2016).

a) Testing of the Prototype

To test the prototype functionalities and its user acceptance, various types of test were subjected on it, these are:

i. Usability Testing-

This was done to determine the usability of the application that was developed. This helped to check whether the application would be easy to use or what pitfalls would the users come through. To achieve this, 15 respondents were sampled to test the application and they gave their response on the same. The 15 respondents were sampled from the 20 respondents who participated in the survey. The sampling strategy that was used to come up with the 15 respondents was stratified random sampling. The sampling was done by giving the prototype to the end users and observing whether they would easily use it or whether it would be difficult for them. Also, the backend was subjected to this test where the administrator was given the same to see whether he would easily use it.

ii. Compatibility Testing
Both the mobile and web applications were tested with different Android operating system (versions) and different web browsers respectively. This test was for compatibility.

iii. **Load Testing**

This was done to check the amount of time the application takes to process a request. This was tested by querying genuine academic certificate details and observing how long it took to return the results back.

iv. **Integration Testing**

This was conducted on the system because various features were developed as modules and therefore it was necessary to know whether when the modules would operate as desired when joined together. This was done by combining all modules of the prototype and testing if they worked together well without any issue.

v. **Validation**

To validate if the developed mobile application solves the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates, a total of 10 respondents were selected from the sample population of 20 respondents who participated in the survey for collecting user requirements and also participated in the usability testing of the mobile application. An Online questionnaire were designed (as shown in Appendix E) and sent to all the respondents to collect data from them.

Stratified random sampling was used to come up with the 10 respondents. It comprised of 2 academic registrars in universities, 4 human resource managers from companies and organisations, 2 employees of recruitment agencies and 2 employees of qualifications verification companies. The user’s response is discussed in chapter 6.

3.3 **Conclusions**

This chapter has described the methods and processes that were used to collect data and the methodologies that were used to answer the research questions. It also helped to decide on the logistics with regards to the population to collect data from and to check if the data collected was sufficient to make conclusions with regards to the current systems that exist, and whether a mobile application would be a solution to the challenges being faced.
CHAPTER 4: REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses requirement analysis. The researcher discusses the results of the findings of the research carried. This involves the Analysis of the results obtained from the online questionnaires. The analysis was done using Google forms analysis tools. The responses from the users were represented using graphs and Charts in order to offer clear visualisations of the responses and to enhance deeper understanding of the results. The results obtained were used to answer some of the research questions in section 1.3. The responses were also used to come up with the system design for the application. The questionnaires are attached in Appendix C.

The sample size was 20 respondents from different organisations. The number of respondents who participated in the survey is 20 while the number of respondents who completed the survey was 18 hence the response rate was 90.0%.

\[
\text{Response Rate} = \frac{\text{Number of respondents who completed the survey}}{\text{The total sample size}} \\
Response Rate = \frac{18}{20} \times 100 = 90.0\%
\]

4.2 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements define the capabilities and functions that the implemented application and its components must perform successfully.

i. **Create account**
All users must create an account, set username and password in order to access the system

ii. **Login**
All users must login into their accounts using their username and password for them to access the system.

iii. **Verify certificates**
All users should be able to request verification of a certificate and receive feedback

iv. **Logout**
All users should be able to logout of their accounts.

v. **View verification reports**
Users of academic institutions and administrators should be able update the details of all the academic certificates added into the system

vi. **Add users**
Administrators should be able to add new users into the system

vii. **Update users**

Administrators should be able to update the user’s accounts

viii. **Delete users**

Administrators should be able to delete users.

### 4.3 Non Functional Requirements

These requirements that do not affect the way the application works or its core business, the application can still work without it but, are part of the system. They include:

i. **Security** – The system should allow access to only authorized users.

ii. **Usability** – The system should have an interface that is easy to use.

iii. **Reliability and availability** - The system should be reliable and always available to perform user tasks.

iv. **Scalability** – it should be easy to add additional functionalities into the system.

v. **Performance** – The system should have an acceptable response time while performing its functions.

vi. **Integrity** – the system ensure that data stored is not altered or corrupted.

vii. **Search** – a user should be able to search a particular university in the system.

### 4.4 Type of Organisations

The Respondents indicated the category of the organisations they worked for. The respondent’s organisations were categorised as employers, academic institutions of higher learning, recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies. This was done in order to ensure that all the organisations that the research was conducted were directly or indirectly involved in recruitment of new employees and verification of academic certificates. Among the respondents, 40% were registrars of academic affairs in universities, 20% were employers, and 20% were recruitment agencies staff, and the other 20% were staff from qualifications verification companies in Kenya. Figure 4.1 shows a summary of the respondents’ distribution in their respective types of companies and organisations.
4.5 Departments

The respondents indicated their departments in the organisations. They also indicated if their verification of academic certificates was carried in their departments. This was to ensure the respondents were taken from departments that carried out verification of academic certificates. 40% of the respondents worked in the human resource departments, another 40% worked in the office of the registrar academic affairs while the other 20% worked in the examination department in academic institutions of higher learning. This is because majority of academic institutions does verification of their academic certificates in the office of the registrar of academic affairs, however, in few institutions, this is done in the examination office while all the employers that participated does verification of academic certificates in the human resource departments. Figure 4.2 shows a summary of the respondents’ distribution in their respective departments.

![Figure 4.1 Respondents Distribution in Different Types of Companies and Organisations](image)

![Figure 4.2 Respondents' Distribution in Company Departments](image)
4.5 Roles in the Department
The researcher assumed that accurate information could only be obtained from respondents who are directly involved in the process of verification of academic certificates and therefore respondents were asked to indicate whether part of their roles in the departments included carrying out verification of the academic certificates. This was used to ensure that the respondents were actively involved in process of verification of academic certificates. 80% of the respondents indicated that their roles in the department included verification of academic certificates, with a majority of them working as verification officers. The other 20% of the respondents indicated that at the time the survey was being conducted, their roles did not directly include verification of academic certificates, but previously verification of academic certificates was part of their roles, before they took up other roles in the departments. Figure 4.3 shows a summary of the respondents’ roles on verification of academic certificates in their respective departments.

![Figure 4.3 Respondents’ Roles on Verification of Academic Certificates in Their Respective Departments](image)

4.6 Number of Years Performing the Roles
Respondents were also asked to indicate the number of years they have performed the roles for verification of academic certificates in their organisation. This was used to gauge the quality of responses. As the ones who worked in the roles for longer period understands the academic certificate verification process and the challenges facing the verification process. 40% of the respondents had performed the roles of verification of academic certificates for over five years, 20% for between three to five years while the remaining 40% had performed the task for a period one year and below. Figure 4.4 shows a summary of these results.
4.7 Techniques for Verification of Academic Certificates

The respondents were asked to indicate the technique they use in verification of academic certificates. This helped to know the most common techniques that are used in the verification of academic certificates in Kenya. 80% of the respondents indicated that they use the manual process to verify academic certificates while the remaining 20% of the respondents indicated that they use other techniques which included writing of emails and making phone calls. Figure 4.5 shows the various techniques used for verification of academic certificates.

4.8 Academic Certificate Verification Process

The respondents were asked to describe the process for verification of academic certificates. The manual process for verification of academic certificate requires an employer or any organisation that seeks to verify an academic certificate to write and
official letter to the university that issued the certificate, requesting for verification of
the certificate. This letter is sent to the university together with the copy or copies of
the certificates to be verified. The letter is addressed to the registrar of academic
affairs. When the request is received in the registrar’s of academics office, the staffs
in charge of verification of certificates manually check the copies of the certificate to
be verified with the records of graduated students and the details of their certificates.
If the certificate is genuine, the copies of the certificate are stamped and signed
registrar. The copies are then sent back to the employer together with a letter detailing
the results of the verification.

Other processes involved calling the universities and giving them the details of the
certificates to be verified to ask them to confirm if they are genuine or not, while
others involve writing emails to the respective universities. The registrar then verifies
the certificates and reply by calling or writing emails to the employers respectively.

4.9 Parameters Used for Verification of Academic Certificates
Respondents were asked to indicate the parameters that they used to determine
whether a certificate is genuine or not. University name, university logo, university
seal, candidate’s name, candidate’s Identification Number, candidate’s Registration
Number, Course Studied, Grade Attained, Date of Graduation and Issuer’s Signature.
Figure 4.6 shows the various parameters used to determine the genuineness of an
academic certificate.

![Parameter Chart]

**Figure 4.6 Parameters Used for Verification of Academic Certificates**

4.10 Time Taken for Verification of Academic Certificate
Respondents were asked to indicate the time it takes them to verify the academic
certificates. It takes a minimum of two days and a maximum of two weeks to verify
academic certificates and get the verification results from back from the university to the employer.

4.11 Cost Incurred in Verification of Academic Certificates
The respondents were asked to indicate the cost that is incurred for verification of academic certificates. The universities do not charge fees to verify academic certificates for employers. The employers incur between one thousand and two thousand Kenya shillings for each certificate verified. These costs are paid to qualifications verification companies that do the certificate verification on their behalf. In addition, the costs are incurred on courier services or on transport during travelling to the various universities to verify academic certificates.

4.12 Cases of Academic Certificate Forgery
The respondents were to indicate whether they have ever had cases of forged academic certificates as they carry out verification. All the respondents indicated that they have had cases where job candidates are present forged academic certificates. However, the respondents indicated that such cases are rare and were estimates to one out of every ten certificates.

4.13 Challenges Experienced in Verification of Academic Certificates
The respondents were asked to describe some of the challenges that they face in the process of verification of academic certificates using the current methods.

All the employers indicated that the using the current process takes a long time. They indicated that it takes even weeks to receive the verification results and sometimes they receive the results as late as when they are already done with the recruitment process. They also cited that it is very expensive to verify academic certificates and they spend between one thousand and two thousand Kenya shillings depending with the location of the university where they need to verify the academic certificates. In addition, a number of respondents added that sometimes the universities do not respond to their verification requests by not answering their emails, or do not call them back or send back the verification results to them.

The universities indicated that the process is tiresome and time consuming to them, more so when a large number of certificates need to be verified. This is because the verification process involves manually searching for records of a particular certificate among all the records of all the certificates that have been issued by the university.
4.14 Mobile Phone Ownership
Because the proposed solution is a mobile application, the respondents who are the potential users of the application, were asked to indicate whether they owned a mobile phone. All the respondents owned a smart phone. Figure 4.7 shows the respondents that owned a smart phone.

![Figure 4.7 Respondent's Smart Phone Ownership](image)

4.15 Mobile Device Operating System
The Respondents indicated the operating system on their mobile phones, which helped to determine the operating system the proposed solution should be based on. 80% of the respondents were using android phones while the remaining 20% were having windows phone. Figure 4.8 shows the respondents’ smart phone’s operating system.

![Figure 4.8 Respondents’ Smart Phone’s Operating System](image)
4.16 Use of Mobile Applications
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they use other mobile applications apart from calling and messaging applications and they were also to name three applications that they mostly used. 60% of the respondents indicated that they use other mobile applications in addition to calling and messaging. Some of applications that were named to be mostly used by respondents included email, Google search, WhatsApp, Skype and Face book. Figure 4.9 shows the respondents’ use of other mobile applications.

Figure 4.9 Respondents' Use of Other Mobile Applications

4.17 Suitability of a Mobile Application for Academic Certificate Verification
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they thought a mobile application would be suitable to be used to verify academic certificates and whether the use of a mobile application in the verification of academic certificates would solve some of the challenges faced while using the current processes for verification of academic certificates. 80% of the respondents indicated their confidence on the suitability to use a mobile application to address the challenges faced in the verification of academic certificates. Figure 4.10 shows the respondents’ response on the suitability of a mobile application in verification of academic certificates.
4.18 Proposed Features for the Academic Certificate Verification System

The respondents who believed that a mobile application would be suitable to be used in verification of academic certificates proposed features of the application. These features were used to come up with the system requirements and functionality. Below is a summary of the proposed features.

- The application should have user management and information should be accessed based on user levels and roles.
- The application should offer a single platform for verification of all certificates for all universities and colleges in Kenya.
- The application should offer instant verification of academic certificates.
- The application should enable users to report certificates verified as fake to the respective universities.

4.19 Conclusions

Based on the analysis of data provided by the respondents, the results were used to come up with the following conclusions:

- The application should offer comprehensive reports.
- Android is the preferred platform for development of the proposed solution.
- The common parameters used for verification of academic certificates include University name, candidate’s name, candidate’s Identification Number, candidate’s Registration Number, Course Studied, Grade Attained and Date of Graduation.
- The current system for verification of academic certificates experiences major challenges that need to be addressed.
- The proposed mobile application would be acceptable by majority of the users.
CHAPTER 5: DESIGNING

5.1 Introduction
This section of the dissertation provides a detailed explanation of the design and architecture of the proposed solution. Design diagrams showing the detailed design and architecture for both the Android mobile application and the website were drawn under the Unified Modelling Language (UML). The design diagrams include use case diagram with detailed follow-up use case descriptions, system sequence diagram, partial domain diagram, and entity relationship diagram.

5.2 Systems Architecture
The architecture adopted for the development of the application was the Client Server Architecture. Client server architecture is a model that acts as distributed application that partitions tasks or workloads between the providers of a resource or service, called servers, and service requesters, called clients.

The client side consisted of the Android mobile application. The mobile application contains a QR code reader and certificate verification application. Users interact with the application by selecting the UNIVERSITY that its academic certificate need to be verified from a list of Kenyan universities listed on the application. The user then captures the unique identifier of the certificate by scanning the QR code printed on the certificate. Through an INTERNET connection the application verifies with a central database if the certificate is genuine or counterfeit. In this scenario, all UNIVERSITIES maintains central database of certificates, and the application to this databases to verify if the certificate is legitimate. If the certificate exists, the user will clearly see the valid details of the certificate which includes full names of the certificate owner as they appear in the certificate, passport photo of the owner, ID Number, University attended, Course studied, grade attained, year and date of graduation. These details are compared with the details on the copy of the certificate being verified to determine if the certificate is genuine. If the certificate does not exist, the user will get a response “Counterfeit Certificate”. The user will also have an option to report the certificate by pressing a button that will appear at the bottom of the screen. On pressing the button, information on the date, organisation doing the verification and the details of the certificate will be sent to the respective university.

The application server verifies if the certificate queried is genuine. It also collects feedback on certificates verified and those reported as counterfeit. A system
administrator has access to the application server and can manipulate data for secondary reporting.

Figure 5.1 System Architecture for the Proposed Application

5.3 Systems Design
The system design that fulfils the functional requirements, non-functional requirements and the research objectives was developed. It presented the proposed solution in a logical manner using different Design diagrams and also gave insights to the actual implementation of both the mobile application and the web application. It consisted of the following components:

- Use Case Diagrams and Descriptions
- Sequence Diagrams
- Partial Domain Diagrams
- Context Diagram
- Entity Relationship Diagram
- Database Schema
- User Interface Flow Diagram
5.3.1 Use Case Diagram and Descriptions

Use Case diagram is a behavioural diagram that shows the functionalities of a system in terms of actors and their goals as represented by use cases and any dependencies on those use cases. The following are a list of actors who interact with the system:

**Employer** – these include any staff members in the organizations, recruitment agencies or the government public service that are responsible for verification of academic certificates for job candidates.

**University Staff** – these include any staff members in the registrar’s academics offices in universities that carries out verification of academic certificates and manage certificates.

**System Administrator** - these include developers of the system who are also responsible for the management and maintenance of the system

The following are the main processes in this application:

1. Create Account - Primary actors are the employers who want to verify academic certificates and University Staff who want their certificates to be verified.
2. Login and Logout - Primary actors are the employers who want to verify academic certificates and University Staff who want their certificates to be verified and the System Administrator who manages users.
3. Verify Certificates - Primary actors are the employers who want to verify academic certificates.
4. Report fake certificate - Primary actors are the employers who want to verify academic certificates and report cases of counterfeit academic certificates.
5. View verification reports - Primary actors are the Employers and University Staff who want to view certificates reported as counterfeit and other verification details.
6. Manage certificates - Primary actors are the University Staff who add, update and delete certificates details.
7. Manage users - Primary actors are the System Administrators who create, update and delete user’s accounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC 1 - Create Account</td>
<td><strong>Primary Actors:</strong> Employer, University Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC 2- Login</td>
<td>Primary Actors:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Administrator, Employer, University Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions:</td>
<td>Need to verify certificates, view verification details or manage users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post condition:</td>
<td>Verify certificates, view verification details or manage users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success Scenarios:</td>
<td>User successfully logs in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of occurrence:</td>
<td>Process occurs often</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UC 3- Logout</th>
<th>Primary Actors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Administrator, Employer, University Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions:</td>
<td>User is logged into the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post condition:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| UC 5 - Verify Certificates | Primary Actors: Employer  
Stakeholders: Employer  
Preconditions: User is logged into the system  
Presence of copies of certificates to be verified  
Post condition: Enter serial number of the certificate, scan QR code or barcode of the certificate  
Verification results received  
Success Scenarios: Certificate verified as genuine or fake  
Frequency of occurrence Process occurs often |
|-------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|

| UC 4 - Report fake certificate | Primary Actors: Employer  
Stakeholders: Employer  
Preconditions: User is logged into the system  
Certificate verified as fake  
Post condition: Details of reported certificate sent to University Staff  
Success Scenarios: Details of reported certificate received by |
| UC 5 - View verification reports | **Primary Actors:**  
Employer, University Staff  
**Stakeholders:**  
Employer, University  
**Preconditions:**  
User is logged into the system  
Certificate verification successful  
**Post condition:**  
**Success Scenarios:**  
Verification details available  
**Frequency of occurrence**  
Process occurs often |
| UC 6 - Manage users | **Primary Actors:**  
System Administrator  
**Stakeholders:**  
**Preconditions:**  
User is logged into the system  
User accounts successfully created and activated  
**Post condition:**  
Create, update or delete user account  
**Success Scenarios:**  
Accounts successfully created, updated or deleted.  
**Frequency of occurrence**  
Process occurs often |
| UC 7 - Manage certificates | **Primary Actors:** |
**Table 5.1 Use Case Descriptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders:</th>
<th>University Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preconditions:</strong></td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User is logged into the system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User accounts successfully created and activated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post condition:</strong></td>
<td>Create, update or delete certificate details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Success Scenarios:</strong></td>
<td>Certificates successfully added, updated or deleted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency of occurrence</strong></td>
<td>Process occurs often</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.2 Use Case Diagram
5.3.2 System Sequence Diagram

The system sequence diagram shows how users interact and receive feedback and messages to and from the system. It also shows how other activities in the system communicate i.e. from the applications interface and the database where information is added and retrieved. The diagram also shows how users receive feedback messages from the system. This diagram (Figure 5.3) displays the sequential flow of information passing through the four main entities in the system.
Figure 5.3 System Sequence Diagram
5.3.3 Partial Domain Diagram

Figure 5.4 shows the partial domain diagram identifying relationships between entities of the application. A domain model is a visual representation of conceptual classes or real-situation objects in a domain (Larman, 2002).

5.3.4 Context Diagram

A Context Diagram is a component of Functional Modelling that stands out on its own as a valuable tool. This allows for the production of a high level model of an existing or planned system defining the boundary of the system of interest and interactions with critical elements in its surroundings (Burge, 2011). A context diagram was used to represent actors outside of the system that directly interacted with the mobile and web application. They consisted of entities and relationships.
Entities represented the main system while multiple external entities represented external actors.

Entities of the application included:

**Employers:** these represented primary entities of the application

**University Staff:** Manages application data

**System Administrators:** Manages users of the system.

Figure 5.5 shows relationships between entities representing flow of information through a context diagram.

*Figure 5.5 Context Diagram*
5.3.5 Entity Relationship Diagram

The entity relationship diagram shows the conceptual view of the database by illustrating the tables and their relationship to each other. The following are the descriptions for the entity relationship diagram shown in figure 5.6 below.

A university has a mandatory one or many certificates and a certificate belongs to a mandatory one university. A report contains a mandatory one or many certificates and a certificate is contained in one or many reports. A user has mandatory one or many or many roles and a role belongs to one or many users. There are three types of users which include employers, system admin, and university admin. There are also three different types of roles i.e. employer role, system admin role, university admin role. A user will either be an employer, system admin or university admin. The Figure 5.6 below represents the Entity Relationship Diagram.
Figure 5.6 Entity Relationship Diagram
### 5.3.6 Database Schema

#### University Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>university_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Varchar(50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logo</td>
<td>Varchar(255)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.2 University Table*

#### Certificate Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>certificate_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Foreign key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owner_name</td>
<td>Varchar(50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owner_photo</td>
<td>Varchar(255)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owner_idno</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>course</td>
<td>Varchar(50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>Int(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year_start</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year_finish</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.3 Certificates Table*

#### Users Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Foreign key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>password</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone_no</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user_type</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>profile_picture</td>
<td>Varchar(255)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.4 Users Table*
Roles Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>role_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role_name</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role_description</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.5 Roles Table*

Reports Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>report_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certificate_id</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td>Foreign key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Varchar(30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.6 Reports Table*

5.3.7 User Interface Flow Diagram

This section deals with the flow of screen presentations when the user interacts with the application. When the application is first run a splash screen appears followed by the login page. On successful login, the home screen displays a list of Kenyan universities. The user selects the university that its certificate needs to be verified and QR code scanner appears allowing the user to scan the QR-Code of the certificate. Once this is done successfully, the results of the verification are displayed to the user to compare with information contained on the certificate being verified or a message is displayed to the user that the details of the certificate being verified are not found. In this case, the user can report such a certificate to the respective university.

5.3.6.1 Mobile Application Wireframes

The figures below shows the wireframe designs of the Screens for the mobile application.
Figure 5.7 Register Wireframe

Figure 5.8 Login Wireframe

Figure 5.9 Main Page Wireframe

Figure 5.10 Scan QR Code Wireframe
Figure 5.11 Genuine Certificate Verification Results Wireframe

Figure 5.12 Counterfeit Certificate Verification Results Wireframe
Figure 5.13 Reporting Counterfeit Certificate Wireframe
5.3.6.2 Web Application Wireframes

Figure 5.14 Web Login Wireframe

Figure 5.15 Dashboard Wireframe
Figure 5.16 User Management Wireframe

Figure 5.17 Add School Administrator Wireframe
Figure 5.18 Add System Administrator Wireframe

Figure 5.19 University Management Wireframe
Figure 5.20 Add University Wireframe

Figure 5.21 Certificate Management Wireframe
Figure 5.22 Registered Certificates Wireframe

Figure 5.23 Add New Certificate Wireframe
5.4 Conclusions

System analysis and design helped in understanding system requirements. UML notation was used to construct diagrams that aided in understanding the system. These diagrams include; the use case diagram used to show the system requirements, sequence diagram used to illustrate the system process, partial domain diagram used to identify relationships between entities, context diagram used to represent actors outside of the system that directly interacted with the system, level 0 data flow diagram used to show the interaction between external entities and processes of the system and the ERD used to show the database design.

The proposed architecture is a client server architecture where the mobile and web applications are in the client side while the server and database in the sever side.
CHAPTER 6: PROTOTYPE BUILDING, EVALUATION AND TESTING

6.1 Introduction
This chapter explains how implementation and testing of the proposed applications was carried out. The major functionalities of the applications were implemented and tests carried on them. The system functional requirements were incorporated in the prototype functionalities and the system design strictly adhered to the design presented in the system design.

6.2 Implementation Environment

6.2.1 Mobile Application
The Operating System for the mobile application implementation was Android. The source code was written in Java, utilizing android classes. The application was compiled and tested using the android Software Development Kit (SDK) emulator and an android device. The application is optimized for android version 4.4.2 compatible with android devices on minimum version 2.0 and maximum version 4.4.4. JSON was used as the web service that provides the interface between the android application and the database. Reasons for choosing android as the client application include: flexible SDK, availability of Android Development Tools (ADT) and availability of abundant support from online developer communities.

6.2.2 Web Application
The web application was developed using Laravel 5.1 framework based on Hypertext Pre-processor (PHP). The website was hosted on an online Apache HTTP server. Reasons for using PHP were; it is an Open Source platform, it is platform independent; it supports all major web servers and databases; it has multiple layers of security to prevent threats and malicious attacks.

6.2.3 Database
The database was developed using the MySQL database. Reasons for using MySQL were; it is an open source platform; it is fully compatible with PHP and other platforms; it is secure in that all passwords are encrypted before storage restricting unauthorized access to the database.
6.3 Implementation Details

6.3.1 QR-Code Generation

A unique QR code is generated for each and every certificate and printed on the certificates. The QR code is used as a unique identifier of the specific certificate. The procedure that is used for generation of the QR code includes:

- A unique QR code number is generated using a QR code generator application.
- The QR code number is entered into the UNIVERSITY database as a unique identifier of details of a particular academic certificate.
- The QR code number is then converted into a QR code image using the QR code generator.
- The QR code image is then printed on the academic certificate.

6.3.2 The Mobile Application

The prototype is designed to run on an Android Operating System device compatible with android devices with minimum version 2.0 and maximum version 4.4.4. The device running the application rely on an active INTERNET connection and a working camera. Full functionality of the application requires interaction with a QR-Code reader and an application that manages data manipulation and interaction with a backend server.

During verification, QR-Code image is captured by the mobile phone camera by scanning. A QR-Code reader application analyses and regenerates the QR code number. The QR code number is used to identify whether the certificate exists in the database or not and to view information about the certificate. The information captured includes the university name, names of certificate holder, national Identification number and passport photo size of certificate owner, degree name, date of graduation, and grade attained.

System Components

The main system components of the application are:

Application Create Account and Login

To gain access to the application, users have to login using a username and password. In order to get login credentials a user has to create an account which has to be validated and activated by a system administrator. Creation and activation of accounts
is done using the web application. For each login, the username and password are validated to ensure security and prevent unauthorized access. Figure 6.2 shows the login screen for the mobile application.

**Main Page**

This screen as shown in Figure 6.3 shows the main page which provides a list of universities that their certificates can be verified using the application. The user selects the university that its certificate needs to be verified.
Scan QR-Code

This system component as shown in Figure 6.4, allows users to scan a QR -Code tagged on a certificate. The QR -Code scanner application analyses the QR-Code and regenerates a unique QR-Code number of the certificate being verified. The QR-Code number is used to query the database and return certificate information, which is displayed, to the user.
Verification Results

Figure 6.5 shows a screenshot of the feedback acquired upon verification of a genuine certificate. Details of the certificate are shown which include the university name, names of the owner, national Identification number and passport photo size of certificate owner, degree name, date of graduation, and grade attained. The user then compares the details displayed with the details on the copy of certificate that is being verified and the national identity card of the certificate holder to ascertain whether the certificate is accepted as genuine or reported as counterfeit.

Figure 6.6 shows a screenshot of the feedback acquired upon verification of a counterfeit certificate. Details of the certificate are not found and therefore is not displayed the user. Instead the user gets a message stating that “CERTIFICATE
A user has the option of reporting a counterfeit certificate as shown in Figure 6.6 below.

Reporting a Counterfeit Certificate

This system component as shown in Figure 6.7, allows users to report a certificate verified as counterfeit, to the university the certificate is purported to be obtained. It allows the user to send the details of the counterfeit certificate which allows the university administration to follow up and take legal action against the person who forged the certificate. These details include names and the national identification number of the certificate forger, the unique identifier of the certificate, course name, date of graduation and grade attained as contained on the forged certificate.
6.3.3 The Web Application

The web application’s main function was to retrieve and receive information sent by the developed mobile application to the database. This application resides in the HTTP web server and is directly linked to the certificate management database. The web application was designed for use by administration to manage users, generate and view reports. It was also designed for use by the university staff to manage certificates, generate and view reports. The reports generated included: a report to view the number of registered users using the application; Number and details of certificates verified by each registered user; Total number of certificates verified by all registered users and the number and details of certificates reported as counterfeit.
System Components

The main system components of the certificate management web application are:

Login

To gain access to the web application users have to login using a username and password. The username and password are authenticated and verified then access is granted or denied. This prevents against unauthorized access. Figure 6.8 shows the screen shot for logging in the web application.

![Figure 6.8 Web Application User Login](image)

Dashboard

This gives a summary of all the components of the web application.
User Management

This component offers user management for the users for both the mobile and the web application. It allows an Administrator to View registered user’s verification activities, to edit user profiles as activate and deactivate a user, and to manage user levels. A screenshot of the User Management Interface is below.
**Figure 6.10 User Management**

**Add New University Administrator**

This component is used by the system administrator to register a new university user into the system.

**Figure 6.11 Adding a New User**
Add New System Administrator

This component is used by the system administrator to register other system administrators into the system.

![New System Administrator Form]

Figure 6.12 Adding a System Administrator

Universities Management

This component is used by the system administrator to add, update and delete universities into the system.
**Figure 6.13 User Management**

**Add University**

This component is used by the system administrator to add a university into the system.

**Figure 6.14 Add University**
Certificates Management

The component also allow the university users to manage certificates by adding, updating and deleting details of certificates and to view verification reports which includes viewing number and details of verified certificates and reported fake certificates.

**Figure 6.15 Certificates Management**

Registered Certificates

This component gives a list of all certificates registered into the system

**Figure 6.16 Registered Certificates**

Add Certificate
This system component allows the university staff to add details of a certificate into the certificate database. Figure 6.17 shows the screen short for the component for addition of a certificate.

![Figure 6.17 Add Certificate](image)

**Update Certificate**

This system component allows the university staff to update details of a certificate. Figure 6.18 shows the screen short for the component for updating details of a certificate.

**Delete Certificate**

This system component allows the university staff to delete details of a certificate from the certificate database. Figure 6.18 shows the screen short for the component for addition of a certificate.

![Figure 6.18 Update and Delete Certificate](image)
Verification Details Reports

This system component generates a report for all the certificates verified and the users that verified the certificates, the time and dates of the verification.

Figure 6.19 Reports on Verified Certificates

Counterfeit Certificates Reports

This system component generates a report for all the certificates verified and reported as fake, the users that verified the certificates, the time and dates of the verification.
### 6.4 System Testing

#### 6.4.1 Introduction

This section describes tests performed on the mobile and web application. Tests were done against Functional and Non-functional requirements of the application. During testing the mobile and web applications were handled as one system because none of them work in isolation.

#### 6.4.2 Usability Test

This was used to determine whether the application is user friendly. It was used to ascertain whether a new user can easily understand the application even before interacting with it so much. The major things checked were: the system flow from one window to another, whether the icons and words used were visible and easily understood by user.

#### 6.4.3 Functional Testing

Functional tests were done based on use cases to determine success or failure of the system implementation and design. For each use case testing measures were set with results being considered successful or unsuccessful. Below are tables showing some of the major use cases and their test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case</td>
<td>Creating user account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Users create accounts using their profile information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6.1 Creating User Account Test Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case</td>
<td>Logging in or out of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Users perform login with a username and password pair then logout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilized Use Case</td>
<td>Login and Logout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Successful login and access granted or Successful logout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass/Fail</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.2 Logging In and Out Test Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case</td>
<td>Verifying certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Users verify certificate by scanning QR-Code/ barcode on the certificates or inputting the certificate serial number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilized Use Case</td>
<td>Verify Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Certificate successfully verified as genuine or fake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass/Fail</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.3 Verify Certificate Test Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case</td>
<td>Reporting fake certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Users report fake certificate by submitting the details of the certificate reported as fake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilized Use Case</td>
<td>Report Fake Certificate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results | Details of the fake certificate successfully submitted and received by the university that the fake certificate is purported to be obtained.
---|---
Pass/Fail | Pass

*Table 6.4 Reporting Fake Certificate Test Case*

| Identifier | 6 |
| Test Case | Viewing verification reports |
| Description | Users query verification reports and the reports displayed to them |
| Utilized Use Case | View Verification Reports |
| Results | Verification reports successfully displayed to the user |
| Pass/Fail | Pass |

*Table 7 View Verification Reports Test Case*

| Identifier | 7 |
| Test Case | Manage certificates |
| Description | Users are able to add, update and delete certificates details |
| Utilized Use Case | Manage Certificates |
| Results | Certificate details successfully added, updated and deleted from the database |
| Pass/Fail | Pass |

*Table 6.6 Manage Certificates Test Case*

| Identifier | 8 |
| Test Case | Manage users |
| Description | Administrator is able to update user profile and user levels and also to activate and deactivate user accounts |
| Utilized Use Case | Manage Users |
| Results | User accounts updated, activated or deactivated successfully |
| Pass/Fail | Pass |

*Table 6.7 Manage Users Test Case*
6.4.4 Compatibility Testing

Compatibility test was done to ensure that the mobile and web applications are compatible with the available platforms. The mobile application was tested against the available Android versions while the web application was tested against the available web browsers that are commonly used.

**Android Platform Compatibility Testing**

Compatibility test conducted for each of the available Android platforms is shown in Table 6.8 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Android Platform</th>
<th>Compatible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android 10 (2.3.3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 11 (3.0)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 12 (3.1)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 13 (3.2)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 14 (3.3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 15 (4.0.3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 16 (4.1.2)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 17 (4.2)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 19 (4.4)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8 Android Platform Compatibility Test*

**Web Browser Testing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser types</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERNET Explorer (versions 4 and above)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox (version 8.0 and above)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4.5 Load Testing

Load testing was done by running the mobile application on different devices such as smart phones and tablets with android operating system to check the performance of the application, response time, resource utilization rate and the application breaking point. This was used to determine how long the application take to respond, how long it takes to give back result and under what circumstances does the application fail. The figure below shows a loaded page of verification results for a genuine certificate.

![Figure 6.21 Verification Results for a Genuine Academic Certificate](image)

6.4.6 Integration Testing

This was done by combining individual units of the application and then tested together. This type of testing was used to check how the entire application performed when all the units were integrated and working together.
6.5 User Testing
The end users of the application (target populations who are also) were directly involved in usability testing. A total of 18 respondents carried out the user testing and provided appropriate feedback which was used to refine the prototype until a satisfactory application was developed. 18 respondents participated in the user testing because they were the only ones who were available in the organizations while user testing was being carried out. User testing was done to achieve the following objectives:

- User friendliness
- Functionality
- Aesthetics
- Acceptance

Appendix D provides the user-testing questionnaire. Charts were used to represent user responses.

6.5.1 User Interface Aesthetics
The application appearance including the look and feel was tested by the end users. 77.3% of the respondents indicated that the application was attractive, 13.6% indicated that the application was fairly attractive while the remaining 9.1% of the respondents indicated that the application was not attractive at all. A summary of the results is shown in Figure 6.22.

![User Interface Aesthetics](image)

*Figure 6.22 UI Aesthetic Feedback*

6.5.2 User Friendliness
The ease of learning and using the application was tested by potential users. 68.2% of the potential users indicated that the application was easy to learn and use, they
managed to use the application without prior training. 22.7% indicated that the application was average meaning it was neither hard nor easy to learn or use, they needed the intervention of a trainer in some cases to confirm that what they were doing was right. The remaining 9.1% indicated that the application was difficult to use. Figure 6.23 shows a summary of the results.

![User Friendliness](image)

**User Friendliness**

*Figure 6.23 User Friendliness Feedback*

**6.5.3 Functionality**

The end users of the application tested the system functionality against the user specifications. 76% of them indicated was the application’s functionality was good meaning that the developer achieved most of the user functionality and requirements specification, 15.4 % indicated that the application’s functionality was fair meaning that some of the user specifications were not entirely meet, and the remaining 7.7% indicated that the application functionality did not meet the intended purpose of the application. This result was used to refine the prototype until an acceptable application was developed. A summary of the results is shown in Figure 6.24 below.
6.5.4 Acceptability

To measure if the application was great success user acceptance was tested. 78.6% of the potential users readily accepted the application for use in verification of academic certificates, 14.3% were undecided while the remaining 7.1% rejected the application. Since majority of the users readily accepted the application this test was a great success. Figure 6.25 provides a summary of these results.

6.5.5 Validation

Validation was done in order to ascertain whether the implementation addressed the challenges that were raised as far as verification of academic certificates is concerned. An online questionnaire (In Appendix E) was designed and sent to end users to test
the applicability of the developed mobile application in verification of academic certificates in Kenya. 40% of the respondents were employers who do verification of academic certificates for their prospective employees, 20% were university academic registrars who verify certificates of their graduates to employers, and 20% were employees of recruitment agencies who also do verification of academic certificates for job candidates they recruit for companies and the other 20% were employees from qualifications verification companies that verify academic certificates of job candidates on behalf of employers. This is shown in Figure 6.26 below.

![Figure 6.26 Applicability Test Respondents Categories](image)

All the respondents who participated in the validation testing also participated in survey to collect user requirements and the usability test of the mobile application as shown in Figure 6.27 below. The respondents were asked to state whether they participated in the above mentioned survey and tests.

![Figure 6.27 Respondents’ Participation in User Requirements Survey and Usability Testing](image)

The respondents were asked to indicate if the functionalities provided by the mobile application fully solves the problems posed by the current systems for verification of
academic certificates. 80% of the respondents indicated that the functionalities provided by the mobile application fully solves the problems that are currently posed by the current systems for verification of academic certificates while the other 20% stated that it partially solves the challenges. This is shown in Figure 6.28 below.

Figure 6.28 Respondents Take on Whether the Mobile Application Solves the Challenges Faced in Verification of Academic Certificates

The respondents who indicated that the functionalities provided by the mobile application fully solve the problems posed by the current systems for verification of academic certificates were further asked to state some of the key functionalities of the mobile application that provides solution to the current problems in verification of academic certificates. Some of the functionalities that the respondents stated as very key in the mobile application as far as verification of academic certificates is concerned included the functionality to display the details of a certificate including the Id number, names and photo of the holder of the certificate, the name of university attended, the course studied, grade attained and year of graduation. The other functionality that the respondents stated was the functionality to report to the universities certificates that purported to be issued by them but verified as fake. This was very important to the respondents as it involved submitting the details of the forged certificate and the details of the forger, as this would enable the universities to do follow up and persecute the forgers, which eventually would discourage forgeries of academic certificates. They also stated that the application provides instant verification results and therefore eliminates the time consuming process of manual verification of academic certificates. A number of university registrars also indicated that the instant provision of verification results eliminates the tedious and tiresome process of manual verification of academic certificates. In addition, the employers
indicated that the mobile application has also eliminated the high cost incurred in manual verification of academic certificates.

The respondents were also asked to indicate if they were satisfied with the solutions provided by the mobile application for solving problems in verification of academic certificates, and 60% of them expressed their satisfaction.

![Figure 6.29 User Satisfaction on the Functionalities of the Mobile Application in Verification of Academic Certificates](image)

Finally, the respondents were asked if they would recommend the mobile application to be adopted by all universities and employers in Kenya as an application solution to current challenges encountered in verification of academic certificates, and 80% of them indicated their confidence in the applicability of the mobile application in verification of academic certificates and recommended that the application should be adopted by all universities as a solution to solve the current problems faced by the current systems for verification of academic certificates.
Figure 6.30 Respondents Recommendation on Adoption of the Mobile Application for Verification of Academic Certificates

6.6 Conclusions
The system requirements formulated in the requirements gathering and analysis stage provided fundamental information that was used in system implementation. The system design provided details of how the system was implemented. The research objectives and questions were also put into consideration to ensure that the system was implemented to achieve user requirements provided by potential users. The overall development and implementation was done in adherence to the proposed objectives.
CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSIONS

7.1 Introduction

The purpose of the research was to identify the challenges facing verification of academic certificates, to investigate the current techniques used for verification of academic certificates, to design, develop and test a mobile application for verification of academic certificates and to validate that the mobile application for verification of academic certificates solves the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates.

This was in order to identify and develop a suitable technique that will be adopted to address the current challenges faced in the verification of academic certificates. The research findings helped identify the appropriate technique which was adopted and a mobile and a web application that solves the current challenges were developed. By providing a mobile and web application for academic certificate verification, certificate verification was made easier, accurate and efficient.

The mobile application was developed for use by the employers who had access to a data enabled phone with a camera and running an android operating system. The web application was developed for management by system administrators and university users and could be accessed using a standalone computer, laptop or mobile device. This chapter describes research findings and achievements, how research objectives were obtained and it also provides a review of the application developed citing advantages and limitations of the developed application.

7.2 Findings and Achievements

A review of the literature indicated that the techniques used in verification of academic certificates include RFID, 2D Barcodes, online verification and manual verification. RFID application in certificate verification is expensive because the RFID chips and readers are expensive and experience many challenges due to lack of standards. 2D Barcodes have less security than RFID and can be more easily reproduced or forged. They are also more easily damaged. The manual process for verification of academic certificates is time consuming, tiresome and expensive.

The online verification is the most appropriate technique for verification of academic certificates since it is fast, affordable and cannot be forged. However, at present, there
is no unified system for online verification of academic certificates for all the universities in Kenya.

This research will therefore improve on the online techniques for verification by implementing a mobile application for verification of the legitimacy of academic certificates. Using a mobile application will maximise on the advantages of online verification and also bridge its gaps and limitations by providing a unified system for verification of academic certificates for all universities in Kenya.

The respondents were drawn from universities, recruitment agencies, employment companies and qualifications verification companies in Nairobi Kenya. 40% were staff in universities, 20% were from employment companies, 20% were from recruitment agencies and the other 20% were from qualifications verification companies. The respondents were also drawn from different departments in the organizations. 40% of the respondents were staff from the registrar of academic affairs while 20% were working in the examination departments in the universities and the other 40% were staff in the human resource departments in the employer companies, recruitment agencies and qualifications verification companies. All the departments that the respondents were drawn were involved in verification of academic certificates. 80% percent of the respondents were performing verification of academic certificates as their roles while the other 20% their previous roles included verification of academic certificates.

A total of 60% of respondents had had performed verification of academic certificates for over 3 years, indicating that the quality of respondents was good as most of them had participated in the process of verification of academic certificates.

All the respondents owned smart phones, of which, 80% had Android operating system and the other 20% had Windows phones. Since majority of the employees had smart phones with the Android operating system, Android was the preferred platform for the implementation of the proposed solution.

There was no automated system for verification of academic certificates as the system used was manual where the verification was done only by the universities that issued the certificates, by manually searching for the records of the academic certificates to be verified. Challenges faced in the current system includes: time wastage in the verification process, the process involves a lot of cost and the process is tiresome where many academic certificates need to be verified.
After providing a brief description of the mobile application, 80% of the respondents agreed that a mobile phone application would be a viable solution for verification of academic certificates and would solve most of the challenges experienced in the verification process.

Based on the above-mentioned findings, an academic certificate verification application was designed and developed. It comprises of an Android mobile application and a web application. The Android mobile application is used mainly as the QR Code reader and capturing of academic certificate information while the web application is used for user management, data presentation and manipulation. Features of the application include verifying an academic certificate, generating verification reports and reporting academic certificates verified as counterfeit.

The application successfully passed the functional and user testing. In user testing a cumulative of 90.9% of the respondents stated that the application was attractive and fairly attractive, 68.2% of the respondents indicated that the application was easy to use, 76.9% of the respondents indicated that the applications’ functionality was good and satisfactory, and the application was successfully accepted by 78.6% of the respondents.

7.3 Review of Research Objectives in Relation to the Mobile Application

This dissertation identifies the challenges faced in the verification of academic certificates, the academic certificate verification process and the techniques used for verification of academic certificates based on books, journals, websites and user feedback. A mobile and web application was designed and developed with a selected technique from the literature review and results from system analysis. The research objectives acted as a guideline to develop the mobile and web application.

The first objective was to identify the challenges faced in verification of academic certificates in Kenya. This objective was achieved through the use of an online questionnaire provided in Appendix C. Analysis of the responded feedback yield to the following challenges: time wastage, cumbersome, expensive, and failure by universities to respond to verification requests. The mobile and web application was developed to address the mentioned challenges.

The second objective was to investigate the current techniques used in verification of academic certificates. This information was useful as it enabled the researcher to gain an understanding of the techniques used and identify the strengths and weaknesses of each technique hence choosing the best technique to be adopted. This objective was
achieved by the review of literature based on the current techniques for verification of academic certificates used globally. Available techniques include: use of 2D Barcode, RFID, Online Verification and manual verification. Based on the information gathered and requirements provided by the respondents, online verification emerged to be the best technique for implementation of the academic certificate verification system.

The third objective was to design, develop and test a mobile-based solution for verification of academic certificates. This objective was achieved through the design, implementation and testing of the mobile and web application. The mobile application was developed for the Android platform while the web application was developed using the Laravel 5.1 Framework. The following tests were carried out; integration testing, load testing, functional testing where the system functionality was tested, compatibility testing where the mobile application was tested against different Android versions and the web application was tested against different web browsers and finally user testing where the aesthetics, user friendliness, application functionality and user acceptance were tested.

The fourth objective was to validate that the mobile application for verification of academic certificates solves the challenges faced using the current techniques for verification of academic certificates. This objective was achieved using an online questionnaire (In Appendix E). The respondents were asked to state weather the functionalities provided in the mobile applications were providing solutions to the challenges currently faced in verification of academic certificates, if they were satisfied with the mobile applications as solution in verification of academic certificates and if they would recommend the mobile application to be adopted for verification of academic certificates in Kenya. 80% of the respondents indicated that the features provided in the mobile application provides solutions to the challenges faced in verification of academic certificates, 60% indicated that they were satisfied with the solution provided with mobile application to be used as a solution to verification of academic certificates and 80% indicated that they would recommend the mobile application to be used for verification of academic certificates in Kenya.

7.4 Review of the Application in Relation to Current Methods Used for Verification of Academic Certificates
The proposed system is an Android application for verification of academic certificates. It uses a mobile phone inbuilt camera to capture a QR-Code printed on a
Certificate, a QR-Code reader application analyses the QR-Code and returns a unique number stored in the QR-Code. This number is used as the unique identifier of the certificate. The unique certificate identifier is used in the certificate verification system (linked to QR-Code reader) for capture and retrieving of certificate information. Features of the application include: verify certificate, report fake certificate and generate verification reports.

The organisations in which the research was based on uses a manual verification technique for verification of academic certificates. This is clearly stated in the research findings where 80% of the respondents indicated that the certificate verification technique used is manual.

7.4.1 Advantages of the Application
Advantages of the application in relation to the current certificate verification techniques used in the organization include the following:

i. It minimizes the time usage while tracking certificates.
ii. It eliminates the budgets for verification.
iii. It cannot be forged.
iv. The application offers legitimacy
v. The application offers real-time online access to information on certificates remotely and anywhere globally.
vi. The application incorporates a web application that can be used for data manipulation and data representation

7.4.2 Limitations of the Application
The limitations of the application include the following:

i. The mobile application can only be used by smart phone users with Android operating system.
ii. The mobile application requires Internet connectivity for it to work.
iii. The application does not cater for generation and printing of QR-Codes.
iv. The application verification for only academic certificates.
CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Conclusions
Information about verification of academic certificates and techniques used for verification of academic certificates was reviewed. From analysis carried out, the results pointed out that there are major problems in verification of academic certificates.

The result was the development of an academic certificate verification mobile and web application. The key features of the application include: verifying an academic certificates, reporting a fake certificate and generating reports. The application was aimed at: fast and easy retrieval of information on academic certificates, elimination of costs for verification of certificates, reporting fake certificates and generating verification reports. System testing was performed, look and feel, ease of use, system functionality and acceptance was done.

8.2 Recommendations
Verifying academic certificates for prospective job employees’ is very important since it saves employers financial losses that results from employment of incompetent and unqualified employees. Therefore, my recommendations for the application to work better is, firstly, the universities should allow this application have access to their academic certificates details by registering their certificates to the central database, so that employers can have concrete details to validate an academic certificates before employing a job candidate. Secondly, before employing a graduate of any university, employers should verify the validity of their academic certificates. This is to be achieved by downloading the application on their phones and using it for verification of academic certificates.

8.3 Future Work
The weaknesses and limitations of the proposed solution in the research study have indicated the following areas as recommendations for further work.

i. The application should add a model for QR-Code generation and printing.

ii. The application should be developed for other mobile platforms to allow employers with phones other than Android to access the application’s functionality.
iii. The application can include other types of academic documents for example academic transcripts.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Authorization Letter to Carry out Research

Figure A1 Authorization Letter to Carry out Research
Appendix B: Certificate Verification Request Letter

Figure B1 Certificate Verification Request Letter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Degree Course</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Registration number</th>
<th>I/D No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Simon Peter</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>MBA/0499/09</td>
<td>14546621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please verify and revert to us as soon as possible.

Yours Faithfully,

KEN KAUNDA

GENERAL MANAGER (HRD)
Appendix C: Academic Certificate Verification Questionnaire

Academic Certificate Verification Questionnaire

University Survey

* Required

You are invited to participate in a research study investigating the implementation of a prototype for academic certificate verification using Mobile Application Technology.

The information collected through your participation will be purely used for academic purposes.

1. What is your name? (Optional)

2. Which category best describe your organisation? *
   - University Academics Registrar
   - Employer
   - Recruitment Agency
   - Qualifications Verification Company

3. Which department are you? *
   - HR
   - IT
   - Administration
   - Registrar Academics
   - Other
   If other, please specify

4. Does your department carry out verification of academic certificates? *
   - Yes
5. Does your role in your department include verification of academic certificates? *
   - Yes
   - No

6. If yes, for how long have you performed this role? *
   - 0 - 1 year
   - 1 - 3 years
   - 3 - 5 years
   - Over 5 years

7. Which technique do you use for verification of academic certificates?
   - Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
   - 2D Barcodes
   - Manual Verification

8. Describe the process for verification of academic certificate *
9. What are the parameters you use to determine legitimacy of the certificate? *

Check all that apply.

☐ University Name

☐ University Logo

☐ University Seal

☐ Candidate's Name

☐ Candidates Id No

☐ Candidate's Registration Number

☐ Course Taken

☐ Grade Attained

☐ Date of Graduation

☐ Issuer's Signatures

10. How long does it take (in terms of number of days) to verify an academic certificate using the current methods? *

11. How much do you charge/pay (in KES) for verification of academic certificate using the current methods? *
12. Have you ever had cases where job candidate forges your academic certificates? *
   o Yes
   o No

14. If yes, how often do you experience this?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

15. What are some of the challenges you experience with the current methods for verifying academic certificates? *

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
16. Do you own a smartphone? *

- Yes
- No

17. If yes, which operating system does your phone have? *

- Android
- IOS
- Windows
- Blackberry
- Other

If other, please specify

18. Do you use other mobile applications apart from calling and messaging? *

- Yes
- No

19. If yes, name 3 applications that you use mostly *

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

20. Do you think a mobile application will solve the mentioned challenges? *

- Yes
- No

21. What features do you think application should have?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Appendix D: User Testing Questionnaire

Certificate Verification System

User Testing Questionnaire

1. Did you manage to perform the following task? (Indicate Yes or No)
   a) Create account
      o Yes
      o No
   b) Activate and deactivate user accounts (only for system administrators)
      o Yes
      o No
   c) Update users’ profiles (only for system administrators)
      o Yes
      o No
   d) Login and logout
      o Yes
      o No
   e) Verify certificates
      o Yes
      o No
   f) Report fake certificates
      o Yes
      o No
   g) View verification reports
      o Yes
      o No
   h) Add certificates (only for university staff)
      o Yes
      o No
   i) Update certificates (only for university staff)
      o Yes
      o No
j) Delete certificates (only for university staff)
   - Yes
   - No

2. How did you find the user interface of the mobile and web application based on its look and feel?
   - Attractive
   - Average
   - Not attractive

3. Rate the mobile and web application based on whether the application was easy to learn as a first time user and ease of using the application
   - Easy
   - Average
   - Difficult

4. Rate the system functionality based on whether it met the user requirements (functionality)
   - Good
   - Fair
   - Bad

5. Would you accept the system to carry out the academic certificate verification activities in this organization?
   - Definitely
   - Undecided
   - Rejected

Appendix E: Academic Certificate Verification Validation Questionnaire

Mobile Application for Verification of Academic Certificates Applicability Test

1. Which category best describes you?
   - University Academics Registrar
   - Employer
   - Recruitment Agency
   - Qualifications Verification Company
3. What is the name of your organisation? (Optional)


4. Did you take part in the user testing of the mobile application for verification of academic certificates?
   ○ Yes
   ○ No

4. If Yes, Does the functionalities provided by the mobile application solve the problems posed by the current systems for verification of academic certificates?
   ○ Yes
   ○ No

5. What are some of the key functionalities of the mobile application that provides solution to the current problems in verification of academic certificates?


6. Are you satisfied with the solutions provided by the mobile application as far as verification of academic certificates is concerned?
   ○ Yes
   ○ No

7. Would you recommend that the mobile application to be adopted by all universities in Kenya as an application solution to current challenges encountered in verification of academic certificates?
   ○ Yes
   ○ No
Appendix F: Turnitin Report

Figure C1 Turnitin Report